The Egomet ecosystem meets all levels of security and support required by the most complex and secure multi-factor authentication services, including PSD2 and eIDAS standards. This datasheet covers the features of Egomet - FIDO.

**The Egosystem consists of 3 modules:**

- **Onboarding**
  - Egomet - Onboarding is the perfect system to digitize identity, by scanning electronic documents like passports or identity cards. Ideal in recovering the REAL user’s data in a fast and smart way.

- **FIDO**
  - Egomet - FIDO (Fast IDentity Online) provides a secure and simple solution to today’s password problem. The standard is used by the biggest online services companies.

- **Mobile Connect**
  - Egomet - Mobile Connect is a secure universal authentication system. By matching the user to his phone number, Mobile Connect grants access to digital services without having to type in credentials. It can be integrated with Egomet - FIDO, that through the use of biometrics, can add a further security level and a faster user experience.

**About us:**

With over 20 years of expertise, Movenda has become leader in the mobile identity market, focusing on development of innovative carrier-grade software platforms dedicated to identity management and remote management.

Movenda works within the major international software standardization committees such as GSMA and FIDO Alliance.
Egomet - Mobile Connect

Mobile Connect is used worldwide by creating new levels of cooperation between operators.

How it works:

Egomet Mobile Connect offers authentication and authorization mechanisms that are simple and integrable on a global level.

1. The service provider contacts the MNO and asks to authenticate or authorize the user.
2. The MNO asks the user to enter the fingerprint or PIN on the previously registered device.
3. The user enters the PIN or fingerprint on the device.
4. The MNO returns the outcome of the transaction to the service provider.
Egomet - Mobile Connect

Egomet - Mobile Connect Levels Of Assurance:

**LoA2: Authentication / Authorization Basic**

This Mobile Connect solution offers LoA2 security.

The user confirms that he owns his device.

**LoA3: Authentication / Authorization Plus**

This Mobile Connect solution offers LoA3 security.

In addition to confirming that he owns his device, the user enters his PIN (something he knows) and / or his fingerprint (something he is).

Movenda è uno degli 8 Mobile Connect Accelerator nel mondo

Mobile Connect Accelerator (MCX) is a cloud-based service designed to help operators implement Mobile Connect quickly and easily.

For more info visit: [https://www.gsma.com/identity/mobile-connect-accelerator-mcx](https://www.gsma.com/identity/mobile-connect-accelerator-mcx)